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the current version of decs that we have installed on this computer is 2.3.2. after youve logged in, download and
install remote desktop connection. the new version is 5.0. if you have an older version, you will need to upgrade

it to the latest version. you can find the new version on the downloads page: the update may affect other
applications that use remote desktop connection. you may need to upgrade and/or uninstall them to continue
using the services. your best option is to backup your data to an external hard drive or to a cd before installing
the update. you can find more information about backing up data on your computer on the how to backup your

data page. this data may include personal information about you, such as your password, your network
credentials, and financial information. if the access is compromised, it could affect your identity and could lead

to your access being revoked. after reading this article, you should have a better idea of how to access your
computers from a windows 7 machine. but, for peace of mind, we still recommend that you back up your data to

an external hard drive or a cd before installing the updated windows. you can get more information on how to
back up your data on the how to backup your data page. stun simply provides the needed “know your

destination” capabilities, without any ip-based or port mapping knowledge. only the destination’s ip address and
port number need to be known. as soon as any one of these two values is provided by the stun server, the

server has succeeded in mapping to a public network interface. in this way, stun provides tcp/ip connectivity
information to all devices, regardless of whether those devices are behind nats or firewalls.
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when a device is setup to connect to the modem and
router is enabled dhcp on, if a user changes any

settings on the router (such as the wan ip) at least
one reboot is required for the router settings to be
changed on the device. the user account control

service has a bug where it fails to always correctly
unlock files, without showing the unlock with pin

prompt in the notification area. this can cause it to
just be stuck on the locked state and not unlock. the
computer account itself is working correctly so the
user account that is logged in to the computer is

incorrectly reporting that it is under account lockout
(a person with access to the user account account can
then access the computer in question as the logged in

user account). if you are using a microsoft edge
browser on a system not enrolled in the b&b program,

internet explorer will be used by default for
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connections to the internet. to change this, you must
modify your b&b settings and set ie as your default
browser. not only will this allow you to connect to
your wifi network, it will also allow you to sign into

any website that requires ie as a browser. the service
is currently limited to us customers; at this time,

canadian, mexican, and uk customers may
experience issues when connecting to content on our
us wi-fi network. uptimewe're pleased to announce

that your bundle will have an uptime guarantee of up
to 99.99%. if any part of the system ever fails, your
service will be restored within 24 hours, or you'll be

given a full refund. 5ec8ef588b
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